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Abstract. Large amplitude ion-acoustic and electron-
acoustic waves in an unmagnetized multi-component plasma
system consisting of cold background electrons and ions,
a hot electron beam and a hot ion beam are studied us-
ing Sagdeev pseudo-potential technique. Three types of
solitary waves, namely, slow ion-acoustic, ion-acoustic and
electron-acoustic solitons are found provided the Mach num-
bers exceed the critical values. The slow ion-acoustic soli-
tons have the smallest critical Mach numbers, whereas the
electron-acoustic solitons have the largest critical Mach num-
bers. For the plasma parameters considered here, both type
of ion-acoustic solitons have positive potential whereas the
electron-acoustic solitons can have either positive or negative
potential depending on the fractional number density of the
cold electrons relative to that of the ions (or total electrons)
number density. For a fixed Mach number, increases in the
beam speeds of either hot electrons or hot ions can lead to
reduction in the amplitudes of the ion-and electron-acoustic
solitons. However, the presence of hot electron and hot ion
beams have no effect on the amplitudes of slow ion-acoustic
modes. Possible application of this model to the electrostatic
solitary waves (ESWs) observed in the plasma sheet bound-
ary layer is discussed.
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1 Introduction

The boundary layers of the Earth’s magnetosphere can sup-
port a variety of electrostatic and electromagnetic wave
modes, e.g., Alfv́en modes, whistler waves, broadband elec-
trostatic noise (BEN), etc. Analysis of the high time resolu-
tion of the plasma wave data from GEOTAIL have shown that
BEN in the plasma sheet boundary layer actually consists
of short electrostatic solitary waves (ESWs) whose Fourier
spectrum give rises to the broadband nature of the noise
(Matsumoto et al., 1994). ESWs have been observed at/in the
bow shock (Bale et al., 1998), the magnetosheath (Pickett et
al., 2003), the polar cap boundary layer (Franz et al., 1998;
Tsurutani et al., 1998), and in the auroral acceleration region
(Ergun et al., 1998; Bounds et al, 1999). It is interesting to
note that the electrostatic solitary structures are observed in
the electric field parallel to the background magnetic field,
are usually bipolar or tripolar, and their amplitudes are typ-
ically a few mV/m in the plasma sheet boundary layer, but
they can be as large as 200 mV/m at polar altitudes (Cattell
et al., 1999).

The ESWs are generally associated with electron or/and
ion beams. The ESWs associated with the ion beam regions
of the auroral zone usually have negative potentials and prop-
agate at velocities of the order of ion-acoustic or beam speed
(Temerin et al., 1982; Boström et al., 1988; Koskinen et al.,
1990). The negative potential ESWs have been interpreted
in terms of ion solitary waves or solitons (Koskinen et al.,
1990; Hudson et al., 1983; Reddy and Lakhina, 1991; Reddy
et al., 1992). In other regions of the Earth’s magnetosphere,
the ESWs have usually positive potentials, and they propa-
gate at velocities comparable to the electron thermal veloc-
ity (∼1000 s of km s−1). The positive potential ESWs have
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been commonly interpreted in terms of as Bernstein-Greene-
Kruskal (BGK) modes (Bernstein et al., 1957; Muschietti et
al., 1999; Jovanovic and Shukla, 2000; Chen et al., 2005).
Other favorite interpretations for these ESWs are based on
the nonlinear evolution of a bump-on-tail instability/electron
two stream instability (Omura et al., 1996; Kojima et al.,
1997; Goldman et al., 1999), and electron-acoustic solitary
waves (Pottelette et al., 1990; Dubouloz et al., 1991, 1993;
Singh et al., 2001; Singh and Lakhina, 2001, 2004; Tagare et
al., 2004, Lakhina et al., 2008). For a detailed discussion of
various models, one can refer to Lakhina et al. (2000, 2004).

It is well known that multi-species plasma, e.g., cold
background (electron-ion) plasma and cold/hot electron-ion
beams can exist in the magnetosphere. The cold plasma
(temperatures a few eVs) originates in the ionosphere and
the hot plasma (temperatures 100 s eVs to a few keVs) comes
from the magnetosphere. The ring current region has plasmas
having energies of several 100 keV to several MeV. The inter-
mixing of cold and hot plasmas occurs in the flow boundary,
like, magnetopause, plasma sheet boundary layer, polar cusp
and auroral field lines, etc. The multi-component plasmas
containing cold and hot electrons and ions, formed by the
mixing of two plasmas of different temperatures could exist
on a time scale shorter than the thermalization time, which
in the collisionless space plasmas could be very large, of the
order of several hours to days in the magnetosphere. Sev-
eral spacecrafts have indeed observed multispecies plasmas
in the magnetosphere (Tokar and Gary, 1984; Lin et al., 1984;
Koskinen et al, 1990; Onsager et al., 1993; Matsumoto et al.,
GRL, 1994; Pottelette et al., 1999; Vogiatzis et al., 2006;
Teste et al., 2007; Backrud-Ivgren et al., 2005; Pickett et al.,
2005).

There is a vast body of theoretical literature employ-
ing multi-species plasma models to study ion-acoustic and
electron-acoustic waves. The nonlinear ion-acoustic waves
in multi-species plasmas have been studied by several work-
ers (Buti, 1980; Hudson et al., 1983; Qian et al., 1988;
Bharutram and Shukla, 1986; Berthomier et al., 1998; Reddy
and Lakhina, 1991; Reddy et al., 1992). The electron-
acoustic waves in multi-species plasmas have been discussed
by Watanabe and Tanuti (1977); Gary and Tokar (1985);
Mace and Hellberg (1985, 2001); Ashour-Abdalla and
Okuda (1986); Pottelette et al. (1990); Dubouloz et al. (1991,
1993); Berthomier et al. (2000, 2003); Singh et al. (2001);
Tagare et al. (2004); Cattaert et al. (2005), Kakad et
al. (2007) and Lakhina et al. (2008).

The earlier models of electron-acoustic solitons consid-
ered two/three temperature electron plasmas, and they could
explain the space observations (e.g. Viking) of solitary
waves which had negative potentials (Pottelette et al., 1990;
Dubouloz et al., 1991, 1993; Singh et al., 2001; Singh and
Lakhina, 2004; Tagare et al., 2004). To explain the positive
potential structures, Berthomier et al. (2000) introduced an
electron beam in the system having cold and hot electrons.
Later on, electron-acoustic solitons in such three-electron

(cold, hot, beam) component plasma system were studied by
Mace and Hellberg (2001), Berthomier et al. (2003) and El-
Taibany (2004). These models show that depending on the
beam density and temperature and below a critical velocity
of the electron beam, nonlinear structures can have a posi-
tive potential signature. Recently, Verheest et al. (2005) have
pointed out the possibility to obtain compressive electron-
acoustic solitons, those having positive potentials, even with-
out the electron-beam component, provided the hot electron
inertia is retained in the analysis. The coexistence of rar-
efactive and compressive electron-acoustic solitary waves for
some specific plasma parameters has been predicted in a
four-component unmagnetized plasma system consisting of
cold background electrons, a cold electron beam, and two
types of ion species, i.e., cold and hot ions having Boltzmann
distributions (Kakad et al., 2007). More recently, Ghosh et
al. (2008) have studied electron-acoustic solitary waves in a
four-component plasma consisting of warm electrons, warm
electron beam and two types of hot ions, and found that the
ions temperature and the concentration control the charac-
teristics and the existence domain of the positive potential
solitons.

Recently, Lakhina et al. (2008) have studied a three-
component plasma system consisting of cold and hot elec-
trons and one type of ions. Solitary wave solutions were
found when the Mach numbers exceed some critical val-
ues. The critical Mach numbers for the ion-acoustic solitons
are found to be smaller than those for electron-acoustic soli-
tons for a given set of plasma parameters. The ion-acoustic
solitons had positive potentials for the parameters consid-
ered. However, the electron-acoustic solitons could have ei-
ther positive or negative potentials depending on whether the
fractional cold electron density with respect to the ion density
was greater or less than a certain critical value. In this paper,
we extend the work of Lakhina et al. (2008) by introducing
second ion species, i.e., a hot ion beam in the system. In ad-
dition, the hot electrons will also have a beam component.
We develop a general formalism employing a multi-fluid ap-
proach. Thus, the restrictive assumption of treating the hot
electrons and/or hot ions as having Boltzmann distributions
considered in many earlier studies (e.g., Singh et al., 2001;
Kakad et al., 2007) is removed in the present analysis.

2 Model

We consider an infinite, collisionless and unmagnetized
plasma consisting of four components, namely, cold elec-
trons (Nce, Tce), hot beam electrons (Nhe, The, vhe), cold ions
(Nci, Tci), and hot beam ions (Nhi, Thi, vhi), whereNj , Tj ,
vj represents the equilibrium density, temperature and beam
velocity (along the direction of wave propagation) of the
speciesj , andj=ce, he, ci and hi for the cold electrons, hot
electrons, cold ions and the hot ions, respectively. We treat
all the species as mobile. Then, their dynamics is governed
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by the multi-fluid equations of continuity, momentum, and
equation of state of each species, and the Poisson equation
(Lakhina et al., 2008).

∂nj

∂t
+
∂(njvj )

∂x
= 0 (1)
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+ vj
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∂2φ
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Here, µj=mj/mi , and Zj is the electronic charge of
the j th species, i.e,Zce,he=−e, andZci,hi=lci,hie , where
lci,hi is the number denoting the ionization state of the ions,
e.g., lci=lhi=1 for protons. Further, all densities are nor-
malized with the total unperturbed ion or electron density,
N0=Nci+Nhi=Nce+Nhe, velocities with the hot ion thermal
velocity Chi=(Thi/mi)

1/2 (here,mj represent the mass of
the j th species), time with the with inverse of ion plasma
frequency,ω−1

pi , whereωpi=
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4πN0e2/mi , the lengths with

the ion Debye length,λdi=
√
Thi/4πN0e2, potentialφ with

Thi/e, and the thermal pressuresPj withN0Thi. Furthermore,
we have assumed the same adiabatic index, i.e.,γ=3, for all
the species in the equation of state given by Eq. (3).

To study the properties of stationary arbitrary amplitude
ESWs, we transform the above set of equations to a station-
ary frame moving with velocityv, the phase velocity of the
wave, i.e.,ξ=(x−Mt), whereM=V/Chi is the Mach num-
ber with respect to the hot ion thermal velocity. Then, solving
for perturbed densities, putting these expressions in the Pois-
son equation, and assuming appropriate boundary conditions
for the localized disturbances along with the conditions that
φ=0, anddφ/dξ=0 atξ→±∞, we get the following energy
integral,
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is the pseudopotential, also known as the Sagdeev potential.
Here,
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Further, in Eq. (6), n0
j=Nj/Ni such that

n0
ce+n

0
he=n

0
ci+n

0
hi=1, and the temperatures of the species are

normalized with the hot ion temperature. On takingn0
ci=0,

Eq. (6) reduces to that derived by Lakhina et al. (2008).

3 Nonlinear Electrostatic Solitary Waves (ESWs)

Equation (5) yields solitary wave solutions when the Sagdeev
potential satisfies the following conditions:ψ(φ,M)=0,
dψ(φ,M)/dφ=0, d2ψ(φ,M)/dφ2<0 atφ=0;ψ(φ,M)=0
at φ=φ0, andψ(φ,M)<0 for 0< | φ | < | φ0 |. From
Eq. (6) it is seen thatψ(φ,M) and its first derivative with re-
spect toφ vanish atφ=0. The conditiond2ψ(φ,M)/dφ2<0
atφ=0 is satisfied providedM>M0, whereM0 satisfies the
equation

f (M0) ≡
n0

ce

µe

[
M2

0 −
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µe

] +
n0
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µe

[
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]
+
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ci[

M2
0 − 3T ci

] +
n0

hi[
(M0 − vhi)2 − 3

] = 0 (7)

Equation (7) yields 6 roots but all the roots will not be
physical. We will consider here only the real positive roots,
or the critical Mach numbers. Numerical solution of Eq. (7)
shows the existence of three critical Mach numbers which
satisfy all the soliton conditions. There is no physical root
below the cold ion thermal velocity. The relative ordering
of the thermal velocities of the species decides where the
physical roots lie. For example, the lowest root lie between
the cold ion thermal velocity,Cci , and the smaller of the
hot ion (Chi) or cold electron (Cce) thermal velocities. The
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Fig. 1. Variation of critical Mach numberM0 versus cold elec-
tron to total electron density ratioNce/N0 for the parameters:
Tce/Thi=0.01,Tci/Thi=0.01,vhe=0,vhi=0. Panel a shows slow ion-
acoustic critical mach numbers. For curves 1, 2 and 3,The/Thi=0.1
andNci/N0=0.2, 0.5 and 0.7, respectively. For curves 4 and 5,
Nci/N0=0.7 andThe/Thi=1.0 and 10.0, respectively. Panel b shows
ion-acoustic mode critical mach numbers. For curves 1, 2, 3 and
4, The/Thi=0.1 andNci/N0=0.0, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.7, respectively.
For curves 5 and 6,Nci/N0=0.7 andThe/Thi=1.0 and 10.0, re-
spectively. Panel c shows electron-acoustic Mach numbers for the
same parameters for curves 1–6 as in Panel b. For the curves 7
and 8,Nci/N0=0.7, The/Thi=0.1, andvhe=5.0 and 10.0, respec-
tively. Variation in cold ion density ratioNci/N0 has no effect on
the electron-acoustic critical Mach number (cf. curves 1, 2, 3 and
4).

second root (intermediate) lies either betweenChi andCce if
Chi<Cceor betweenCceandChi if Chi>Cce. The third (high-
est) root lies between the greater ofChi andCce and the hot
electron thermal velocity,Che. It is interesting to note that
in a three-component plasma system consisting of cold and
hot electrons and ions, Lakhina et al. (2008) obtained two
modes corresponding to the intermediate and highest roots
described above. They called these modes as ion-acoustic
and electron acoustic, respectively (see Verheest et al., 2007).
The introduction of the second cold ion species in the model
by Lakhina et al. (2008) results in the third (lowest) root.
Since the phase velocity of the new mode is greater than the
ion-acoustic speed with respect to cold electron temperature,
i.e., M>(Tce/mi)

1/2/Chi=(Tce/Thi)
1/2, we tentatively call

this new mode as the slow ion-acoustic to distinguish it from
the other two modes. The intermediate and the highest roots
will be called as ion-acoustic and electron-acoustic, respec-
tively.

Figure 1 shows the variations of the roots of Eq. (7), i.e,
the critical Mach numbers, versus the ratio of cold electron
to total electron number density,Nce/N0, for different values
of Nci/N0 and The/Thi. Panels a, b and c show the criti-
cal Mach numbers for the slow ion-acoustic, ion- acoustic
and the electron-acoustic modes, respectively. Further, in a
fluid dynamic formalism, when inertia for all species is re-
tained (as done here), the respective Mach numbers are lim-
ited by sonic points, where the flow of one species is choked
(McKenzie et al., 2004; Verheest et al., 2004). The critical
Mach numbers correspond to this situation.

From panel a of Fig. 1, it seen that the critical Mach num-
bers for the slow ion-acoustic modes show decrease with the
increase in cold electron density ratioNce/N0, but they show
increase with the increase in cold ion density ratioNci/N0
(cf. curves 1, 2 and 3). The critical Mach number show a
slight increase when the temperature ratioThe/Thi increases
from 1 to 10 (see curves 4 and 5). From Panel b of Fig. 1,
it is clear that the critical Mach number for the ion acous-
tic modes are decreased with the increase ofNce/N0 as well
asNci/N0 (cf. curves 1, 2, 3, 4). The variation ofThe/Thi
from 1 to 10 results in a slight increase in the critical Mach
numbers (cf. curves 5 and 6). Panel c of Fig. 1 shows that
the critical Mach numbers for the electron-acoustic modes
are increased by an increase in cold electron density ratio
Nce/N0 (all curves), hot electron temperature ratioThe/Thi
(curves 4,5 and 6) and hot electron beam velocity (cf. curves
4, 7 and 8). The increase in cold ion density has no effect on
the critical Mach numbers (cf. curves 1, 2, 3 and 4).

We have numerically solved Eq. (6) for the Sagdeev poten-
tial, ψ(φ,M), as a function ofφ for various values of Mach
numbers and for some typical plasma parameters. The results
are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The solitary wave solutions for
all three modes, e.g., slow ion-acoustic, ion- and electron-
acoustic modes, are found when the Mach numbers exceed
the critical values (e.g., as found in Fig. 1).
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In Fig. 2, it is seen that both the slow ion-acoustic (panel
a) and the ion-acoustic (panel b) solitons have positive po-
tentials. The Mach numbers needed for the soliton solutions
are smaller for the slow ion-acoustic mode than that of ion-
acoustic mode. The maximum electrostatic potentialφ0 in-
creases with the increase of the Mach number,M, as seen
from the curves 1, 2, 3 and 4 of panel a and b. In both
the panels, the soliton solution does not exist for the curve
5. Hence there is an upper value forM, sayMmax, above
which soliton solutions do not exist. This is also true for
the electron-acoustic solitary structures (curve 5 of panel c).
Panel c shows that for the same plasma parameters, but for
still higher values of the Mach number,M, electron-acoustic
solitons can exist. However, the electron-acoustic solitons
have negative potentials. In this case also the maximum elec-
trostatic potentialφ0 increases with an increase inM.

Figure 3 shows the variation ofψ(φ,M) versusφ for the
same plasma parameters as in Fig. 2 except forNce/Ni . Here
Nce/Ni=0.9 whereas it is 0.3 in Fig. 2. Here, all the three
modes, namely, slow ion-acoustic (panel a), ion-acoustic
(panel b) and electron-acoustic (panel c) solitons, have posi-
tive potentials. For all the three types of solitons,φ0 increases
withM, and the solution do not exist for Mach numbers cor-
responding to curve 5 or higher values.

For the parameters considered for the computations, the
model supports only positive potential slow ion-acoustic and
ion-acoustic solitons. However, it can support either positive
or negative potential electron-acoustic solitons depending on
the fractional cold electron density, i.e., the ratioR=Nce/N0.
Starting from small values ofR, a change over from negative
to positive potential structures occurs whenR exceed a cer-
tain critical value, which depends on the plasma parameters.
For example, for the case ofTce/Thi=0.01,The/Thi=1.0 and
no beams, the electron-acoustic solitons have negative poten-
tials forR<0.43 and positive potentials whenR≥0.43.

In Fig. 4, we have shownφmax, the maximum value of
φ0 corresponding toMmax (beyond which solitary solutions
do not exist) for different values of the hot electron to ion
temperature ratio,The/Thi. From panel a and b of Fig. 4, it
is seen that the slow ion-acoustic and ion-acoustic solitons
have positive potentials which first increase withThe/Thi and
then saturate. The electron-acoustic solitons have negative
potential forNce/N0=0.3 (cf. curve 1, panel c) and positive
potential forNce/N0=0.9 (curve 2, panel c), and the mag-
nitude ofφmax increases monotonically with an increase of
The/Thi. Similar behavior is also seen at other densities. The
magnitude ofφmax decreases asNce/N0 increases (cf. curves
1 and 2 in all panels). The increase of cold electron to hot
ion temperature ratioTce/Thi leads to increase ofφmax for
slow ion-acoustic and ion-acoustic modes (cf. curves 1 and 3
of panels a and b) but a slight decrease in electron acoustic
(cf. curve 1 and 3 of panel c) solitary structures. However, at
higher cold electron densities, the electron-acoustic solitons
have positive potentials, and theφmax magnitude once again
increases monotonically withThe/Thi. Further, an increase
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Fig. 2. Slow ion-acoustic (panel a), ion acoustic (panel b)
and electron acoustic (panel c) solitons for plasma parameters:
Nce/N0=0.3, Nci/N0=0.3, Tce/Thi=0.01, Tci/Thi=0.01, vhe=0,
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1.7535 for curves 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively. For panel c,
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5, respectively. In all panels, the soliton solutions do not exist for
Mach numbers corresponding to curve 5 or higher values.
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4 and 5, respectively. In all panels, the soliton solutions do not exist
for Mach numbers corresponding to curve 5 or higher values.
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Fig. 4. Variation of φmax, the maximum value ofφ0 corre-
sponding toMmax (beyond which solitary solutions do not ex-
ist), versus hot electron to ion temperature ratio,The/Thi for the
slow ion-acoustic (panel a), ion-acoustic (panel b) and electron-
acoustic (panel c) solitons for plasma parameters:Nci/N0=0.3,
Tce/Thi=0.01, Tci/Thi=0.01, vhe=0, vhi=0. For curves 1 and 2,
Nce/N0=0.3 and 0.9. For curve 3,Nce/N0=0.3, Tce/Thi=0.1
and Tci/Thi=0.01. For curve 4,Nce/N0=0.3, Tce/Thi=0.1 and
Tci/Thi=0.1.
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Fig. 5. Shows variation of the electron-acoustic potentialφ
versusξ for Nce/N0=0.5, Nci/N0=0.3, Tce/Thi= Tci/Thi=0.01,
The/Thi=1.0, andM=53.429. For solid curves,vhe=0, andvhi=20
(curve 1) and 40 (curve 2). For the dashed curves,vhi=0, and
vhe=0.2 (curve 3) and 0.5 (curve 4). The soliton solutions do not
exist forThe/Thi≤0.1.

in cold ion density ratioNci/N0 can lead to decrease inφmax
for slow ion and ion-acoustic solitons, but has no effect on
theφmax for the electron-acoustic solitons (not shown). Fur-
thermore, increases in the hot electron and hot ion beam ve-
locities lead to decreases inφ0 for a fixed Mach number but
have negligible effect onφmax as compared to that of a no
beam case (not shown).

In Fig. 5, we have shown the profiles for the poten-
tial, φ, of the electron-acoustic solitons for different val-
ues of normalized hot electron and ion beam speeds for the
case ofNce/N0=0.5, Nci/N0=0.3, Tce/Thi=Tci/Thi=0.01,
The/Thi=1.0, andM=53.429. It is seen that both the ampli-
tude and the width of the electron-acoustic solitons decrease
with the increase of hot ion beam speed (cf. solid curves) and
hot electron beam speed (cf. dashed curves). Further, both
amplitude and width decrease with the decrease ofThe/Thi
and the electron-acoustic soliton solutions do not exist for
The/Thi≤0.1 (not shown). From Fig. 5, it is seen that the
maximum value of the potential,φmax=(0.1–0.226), and the
associated soliton width,W , defined as full width at half
maximum isW=(31–44). The electric field associated with
the solitary potential profile will have a bipolar structure as
can be verified by differentiating the profiles.

In Fig. 6, we have shown the profiles for the potential,
φ, of the ion-acoustic solitons for the plasma parameters:
Nce/N0=0.5,Nci/N0=0.3,Tce/Thi=Tci/Thi=0.01,M=1.746,
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Fig. 6. Shows variation of the ion-acoustic potentialφ versusξ
for Nce/N0=0.5,Nci/N0=0.3,Tce/Thi= Tci/Thi=0.01,vhe=0. The
Mach number isM=1.746 for all the curves. For dashed curves,
The/Thi=0.1, andvhi=0.001 (curve 1) and 0.0015 (curve 2). For
the solid curves,The/Thi=1.0, andvhe=0.001 (curve 3) and 0.0015
(curve 4).

vhe=0, andvhi=0.001 and 0.0015. The dashed and solid
curves are forThe/Thi=0.1 and 1.0, respectively. In this
case, the maximum soliton amplitudes decrease with the in-
crease ofThe/Ti andvhi (cf. dashed and solid curves), though
slightly. From the solid and dashed curves, it is noticed that
the maximum potentialφmax varies from 0.00003 to 0.00007
and soliton widthW varies from 1.9 to 2.2. Variation ofvhe
has no effect on the ion-acoustic solitons.

Fig. 7 shows the profiles for the potential,φ, of the slow
ion-acoustic solitons for the same plasma parameters as in
Figure 6 but forM=0.22. In this case also, the maximum
soliton amplitudes decrease with the increase ofThe/Thi
(cf. dashed and solid curves). However, the soliton width W
increases with an increase inThe/Thi. The maximum poten-
tial φmax=0.0006 and 0.00024, andW=2 and 4, respectively,
for The/Thi=0.1 and 1.0. Variations ofvhe andvhi have no
effect on the slow ion-acoustic solitons.

4 Discussion and application to plasma sheet boundary
layer

We have described a general analysis for studying large-
amplitude ion- and electron-acoustic solitary waves in an
unmagnetized four-component plasma system consisting of
two, cold and hot, electron populations and two types of, cold
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Fig. 7. Shows variation of the slow ion-acoustic potentialφ versus
ξ for Nce/N0=0.5,Nci/N0=0.3, Tce/Thi= Tci/Thi=0.01, vhe= 0,
vhi=0.0 andM=0.22. Here, the dashed and solid curves are for
The/Thi=1.0 and 0.1, respectively. Variations of hot electron and
hot ion beam speeds have no effect on the amplitude as well as
soliton width.

and hot, ion populations. The model treats all the species as
mobile, and both the hot species can have an arbitrary beam
velocity.

The most important results of the present model is that the
introduction of the cold ion species gives rise to a new mode,
the slow ion-acoustic mode, at low Mach numbers, in addi-
tion to the ion- and electron-acoustic modes which can exist
in a three-component plasma system (Lakhina et al., 2008).
For the parameters considered in this paper, electron-acoustic
ESWs can have either negative or positive potential depend-
ing onR, the fractional number density of the cold electrons
relative to that of the ions (or total electrons) number den-
sity, where as both, slow ion-acoustic and ion-acoustic ESWs
can have only positive potential structures. Another impor-
tant result is that for a fixed Mach number, increases in the
beam speeds of either hot electrons or hot ions can lead to
reduction in the amplitudes of the ion-and electron-acoustic
solitons. The amplitudes of slow ion-acoustic modes remain
unaffected by any change in the beam speed of hot electrons
or hot ions.

The spacecraft observations (Parks et al., 1984, 1998; On-
sager et al., 1993; Takahashi and Hones, 1988) in the Earth’s
plasma sheet boundary layer show the existence of cold and
hot electrons (or some times electron beams) having ener-
gies of the order of a few eV to a few keV, respectively, and
background cold ions and warm ions/or ion beams with ener-

gies from a few keV to tens of keV. The properties of plasma
components of the plasma sheet boundary layer region are
summarized (Grabbe and Eastman, 1984) below:

1. Ion beams have energies∼1 to >40 keV with densi-
ties Nhi∼0.1 to 0.8N0, whereN0 is the total (elec-
tron or ion) plasma density, and thermal velocities
Chi∼0.1vhi, wherevhi is the ion beam velocity. Typ-
ically N0=0.5 cm−3 which corresponds to the electron
plasma frequencyfpe∼0.63×104 Hz.

2. Low-energy ions of densityNci∼0.1–0.8N0 and tem-
peraturesTci∼50–100 eV.

3. Hot electrons with temperatureThe∼200–500 eV and
densitiesNhe∼0.5–1.0N0, as determined by averaging
electron spectra above the photoelectron threshold.

4. There is a high possibility of a cold electron compo-
nent having densitiesNce∼0.0–0.5N0 , and tempera-
turesTce∼1 eV to a few 10 s eV.

In view of the above, we choose the plasma parame-
ters as: Nci/N0=0.3, Nhi/N0=0.7, Nce/N0=Nhe/N0=0.5,
Thi=500 eV, vhi/Chi=10–20, Tce/Thi=0.01, Tci/Thi=0.01–
0.1, and The/Thi=1.0. Then, from Figs. 5–7, we
note that the typical potential amplitude,φmax, and the
widths, W , for the slow ion-acoustic, ion-acoustic and
electron-acoustic solitons areφmax∼(0.00024–0.0006) and
W∼(2–4),φmax∼(0.00003–0.00007) andW∼(1.9–2.2), and
φmax∼(0.1–0.226) andW∼(31–44), respectively. It is in-
teresting to note that the electric fields associated with
these solitons would have bipolar structures with maxi-
mum amplitudes,Emax≈ (Thiφmax/eλdiW ). For the case
of R=0.5, Tce=1 eV, Thi=500 eV andThe=(50–500) eV and
N0=0.5 cm−3, λdi=234 m, we findEmax∼(0.1–0.5) mV/m,
(0.03–0.07) mV/m, and (4–10) mV/m for the slow ion-
acoustic, ion-acoustic and electron-acoustic solitons, respec-
tively. All the three types of solitons are positive potential
structures in this case and the associated electric fields would
be bipolar. The widths of these ESWs would be∼(400–
900) m, (400–500) m and (7–10) km, respectively.

We would like to point out that our model deals with the
nonlinear state of the system. It cannot claim that the modes
arise from the linear instability as happens in the simulations
of Lu et al. (2005) where an electron beam streaming at∼10
cold electron thermal speeds or more drives the linear modes
which saturates by trapping the electrons. In our case, the
solitary structures are the nonlinear modes of the system, just
as the BGK modes are the nonlinear modes of the Vlasov-
Poisson system. Since we treat each plasma component as
fluid, this naturally restrict the electrostatic structures having
scale lengths greater than the Debye length.
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